
-So - r ayt !

From: Robert Pulsifer
To: Ralph Caruso
Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2003 10:58 AM
Subject: Re: VERMONT YANKEE

Ralph: Vermont Yankee has proposed tomorrow at 9:00AM. If you want to have the call earlier or later
than 9:00, thats okay.

>>> Ralph Caruso 01/06/03 04:08PM >>>
No problem. Wed AM is free, not PM. Sorry about that.

.>>> Robert Pulsifer 01/06/03 03:48PM >>>
Ralph: It looks like Mohammed Is out all week. Do you have any objection of just the two of us talk with
VY? There questions seem to be more in your area.

>>> Ralph Caruso 01/06/03 09:1 8AM >>>
As a hypothetical matter, it is possible for a licensee to implement MELLLA, alternate source term, and a
power uprate, at the same time. The Issue concerns the amount of detail that the licensee wants to
provide - i.e., whether they want to use the (currently unapproved) CPPU topical, or one of the older
ELTR topicals. The staff does not believe that they can use the CPPU topical process If they want to
Implement the other activities simultaneously. If they use one of the ELTRs, then it is possible - they
should look at what happened for Duane Arnold, for an example.

I am available this afternoon, and then Wed PM. Thurs AM, and all day Friday.

>>> Robert Pulsifer 01/06/03 08:52AM >>>
Just talked to Brian Hobbs from Vermont Yankee. Would like to have the power uprate call this week.
Can you both give me some available times this week and I'll arrange with VY for the call.

Two initial questions VY would like to address:

- Can there be parallel reviews where MELLLA, alternate source term, and power uprate package
submittals are overlapping each other?

-With the projected schedules by VY will the CPPU approach be available?
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